
Enhanced Apes Roadmap



This is about to be bananas… 

500 sold
     MAJOR marketing campaigns, Twitter, 
Facebook ads, etc. 
Running constantly until long after projects 
sells out, to insure a raising floor.

1000 sold
One lucky holder will receive a Tesla 
Model 3, or the same value in BSC.
Your odds of winning this tesla are the 
best, so get in early! 
100 Oculus’s raffled off to holders.

2000 sold
     We begin applications for our paid spaces positions. 
     And the Development of the Enhanced Apes Game begins
      Tesla Model 3 giveaway or the same value in BSC
      
      100 Oculus’s raffled off to holders. 

3000 sold
      We giveaway 10 desktops from 
Alexander PCs
      Billboard campaign launched! 
      
      Tesla Model 3 giveaway or the 
same value in BSC
      100 Oculus’s raffled off to holders.

  For every 1000 Apes sold EnhanceToken will purchase $100,000 worth 
of equipment for our solar mining operation, to a total on One Million 
Dollars to launch the mining project. 



and more bananas… 
4000 sold
     One lucky holder will receive a Tesla 
Model 3, or the same value in BSC. 
     Begin paying community members to 
hold spaces, on all defi subjects. 
NFTS, Enhance, SafeMoon, and more!
      100 Oculus’s raffled off to holders.

5000 sold
     Enhance purchases a commercial 
plot in an upcoming metaverse! 
     
     Tickets and air travel to a major 
crypto event will be purchased and sent 
to select holders! 
     100 Oculus’s raffled off to holders.

6000 sold
     One lucky holder will receive a Tesla 
Model 3, or the same value in BSC.

     We giveaway 10 desktops from 
Alexander PCs
      100 Oculus’s raffled off to holders.

7000 sold
     We adopt all the Gorillas currently 
listed on gorillafund.org/adopt/
and donate $20,000 to saving real 
Gorillas. 
     100 Oculus’s raffled off to holders.



and even more bananas!  
8000 sold
      We giveaway 20 desktops from 
Alexander PCs
      We donate another $20,000 to 
saving even more gorillas. 
    100 Oculus’s raffled off to holders.

9000 sold
      Hello Enhance will purchase its first 
community vacation home available 
only to holders of the Enhanced Apes 
NFT collection. 
     100 Oculus’s raffled off to holders.

10000 Apes sold!!! 
       We build and release an Enhanced Apes p2p and p2e game 
(p2p for all, p2e for NFT holders) 
Side scroller style, collect bananas, beat up bad guys and bosses
to earn SafeMoon and Enhance while you play!
Secret unlockable characters.  
NFT soundtrack rewarded to all holders on release. 
 
       A massive Enhance community live event and retreat, including 
music, food, speakers, and more will be held in real life, as well as in a 
metaverse so that all holders can attend. 

      One lucky holder at the live retreat will win the keys to a Lambo or 
BSC equivalent.                   WEN LAMBO?

      All of the Enhanced Apes NFTs will be entered into a drawing 
where one lucky winner will receive $100k bsc (or crypto of their 
choice?)



Additional giveaways

Any holder owning an Enhanced Ape NFT with a football jersey will be entered into their own drawing for travel 
and accommodations, plus tickets, to the next years super bowl.

Any holder owning an Enhanced Ape NFT with a basketball jersey will be entered into their own drawing for 
travel and accommodations plus tickets to next years NBA finals.

Any holder owning an Enhanced Ape NFT with the Enhance pendant will be entered into their own drawing 
for a real chain and enhance pendant or bsc equivalent.

?

?

?



How will the Apes benefit, 

the Enhance ecosystem? 
12.5% of all profits generated from the Enhanced Apes project, will 

forever go into EnhanceToken in two forms.

LP:
6.25% will go directly into LP, raising the floor price, while also 

reducing our trading volatility. 

 Buy and Burn:
6.25% will go to a Buy and Burn function of Enhance. This will drive 

volume, raise our price, and give rewards to all holders of the token, 
as these buys happen, through our 11% rewards tax. 



Operation Forever Fuel

Operation Forever Fuel is the build out of a 
large-scale solar powered mining operation. The 

majority of the funds generated from this 
operation will go directly into fueling Enhance 
Token, causing the floor price of Enhance 

Token to continually raise. This will also maintain 
constant volume, regardless of trading activity, 

driving rewards to all holders long term. 



Long Term Utility 
Holding Enhanced Ape NFTs will grant you access to:

Enhance Vacation homes
Enhance Events

Mask Holders will have VIP access at all Events
Additional Enhance Giveaways

And even more benefits to be announced with the 
completion of the first stage of Operation Forever 

Fuel



Disclaimer

The Enhanced Apes roadmap is subject to change at any 
time.

Hello Enhance is not responsible for financial decisions, loss 
of monetary value, or a decrease in the price of any held 

NFTs.
This roadmap is not financial advice, any investment decisions 

are made at your own risk.



Contact

www.HelloEnhance.com

https://twitter.com/EnhanceToken
https://www.facebook.com/enhancetoken
http://www.helloenhance.com

